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SUMMARY

Scope: This routine, announced !nspection involved inspection
on-site in the areas of operations including a Unit I
recirculation runrack and a Unit 2 reactor scram,
surveillance testing, maintenance activities, review of
a reactor water cleanup system leak and its subsequent
repair, NRC Bulletin 92-01, ESF system walkdown, and
review of open iterra. ,

Results: One violation, and two inspector followup items were
identified. Additional deficiencies were noted in
several areas, including licensee internal communica-
tions.

A reactor scram initiated by a personnel error during
switchgear evolutions and a reactor runback due to a
failure to follow procedure occurred within a 12 hour ;

period. The scram was the second in recent months
initiated by control room operators mispositioning
electrical switchgear control switches (paragraph 2c) .
A failure to follow procedures during modification
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E.ctivities resulted in a severe plant transient. The
actions of the control room operators averted a reactor
scram. (Violation 321/92-15-01: Failure to Follow
Procedure Resulting in a Reactor Runback, paragraph 2b)

In recent months, the licensee has been emphasizing use
of self verification techniques. Plant management is
reviewing these two incidents, along with several other
similar issues, for further corrective actions to
prevent recurrence.

A failure to provide controls as specified in the FSAR
regarding hydrogen recombiner containment isolation
valves was identified. (Inspector Followup Item 366/92-
15-02: Containment Isolation Valves not Properly Con-
trolled, paragraph 3b)

An investigation into repetitive failures of the RHRSW
air release valves resulted in an Inspector Followup
Item. (IFI 321,366/92015-03: Resolution of RHRSW Air
Release Valve Icsues, paragraph 7)

Several examples of inadequate licensee internal commu-
nicctions were noted:

A recent L3R (LER 366/92-06) addressed a failure
to obtain a TS required composite sample. Inad-
equate communications between a chemistry techni-
cian and foremen resulted in a radwaste tank being
discharged without obtaining the required sample.

The inspectors identified and informed plant per- -

sonnel that the safety evaluation for a temporary
modification was not adequate. Subsequently, the
evaluation was-relied upon for installation of an
additional modification.

Another recent LER addressed a single failure
vulnerability involving the intake structure
ventilation system which had been identified dur-
ing the IPE reviews. However, the vulnerability
was known for ten months by offsite personnel
before onsite personnel were informed and correc-
tive actions to resolve the concern were complet-
ed.

During reviews of activities involving a reactor water
cleanup system (RWCU) heat exchanger leak, the inspec-
tors identified several concerns. One of the concerns
was continued operation with the leak and, in addition,
the potential effects of the compensatory actions were

i
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not formally analyzed. The observed repair activities-
were well-coordinated and executed. (paragraph 5)

During a.walkdown of the RHRSW systems, the inspectors
identified two instances of inocerable minimum flow

Additionally, 'eficient housekeeping.rol valves. ds

conditions in the intake structure were noted. (para-
,

graph 7)
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REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

*J. .Betsill, Unit 2-Operations Superintendent
C..Coggin, Training and Emergency Preparedness Manager
D. Davis,--Plant Administration Manager
*P. Fornel, Maintenance Manager
*0._Fraser, Safety Audit and Engineering Review Supervisor I

*G. Goode, Engineering. Support Manager I
..

*J. Hammonds, Regulatory Compliance Supervisor !
*W. Kirkley, Health Physics and Chemistry Manager
*J. Lewis,_ Operations Manager |
*C, Moore,- Assistant General Manager - Plant Support ;

D. Read, Assistant. General Manager - Plant Operations i

i
*P. Roberts', Acting-Outages and Planning Manager
*K. Robuck, Manager, Modifications and Maintenance Support !

H. Sumner, General Manager - Nuclear Plant |
_

J. Thompson, Nuclear Security Manager _ i

S. Tipps,-Nuclear. Safety and Compliance Manager
P. Wells, Unit 1 Operations Superintendent

Other licensee employees contacted included technicians,
-operators, mechanics, security force members and staff
. personnel..

NRC1 Resident Inspectors

*L.-Wert-
*R. Musser

NRC management / officials on site during inspection period:

A. Gibson, Director, Division of Reactor Safety,. Region II
K. Jabbour, Plant Hatch Project' Manager, NRR

Johnson, Acting Director, Division of Reactor Projects,J. ~
Region II

.

B. Mallett, Deputy Director, DRSS, Region II
D. Matthews,' Director, PD.II-3, NRR

_

P. Skinner, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 3B, Region II

*--Attended exit interview

_ Acronyms and abbreviations used throughout this report are
listed in the last paragraph.
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2. Plant Operations (71707) l

a. Operational Status

Unit 1 began the reporting period operating at power.
On June'24, at approximately 2:30 p.m., Unit 1 experi-
enced a recirculation runback during a post modifica-
tion functional test. The power transient was severe
and is discussed in detail in paragraph 2b. Following
the transient, the unit was returned to rated power. -|
For the remainder of the reporting period, the unit
operated at power.

Unit 2 began the reporting period operating at power.
On June 25, at approximately 2:00 a.m., the reactor
scrammed from 100 percent power on low reactor water
level. The scram is discussed in detail in paragraph
2c. Control rod withdrawal commenced on June 27 at
12:14 a.m., and the reactor attained criticality at
2:05 a.m. The unit was tied to the crid at 7:20 p.m.
Rated power was achieved on June 30, at 10:12 p.m., and
the unit operated at power for the remainder of the
reporting period.

The inspectors reviewed plant operations throughout the
reporting period to verify conformance with regulatory
requirements, and administrative controls. Control
room logs, shift turnover records, temporary modifica-
tion logs, LCO logs and equipment clearance records
were reviewed routinely. Discussions were conducted
with plant operations, maintenance, chemistry, health
physics, and personnel.

Activities within the control rooms were monitored on
an almost daily basis. Inspections were conducted on
day and night shifts, during weekdays and weekends.
Observations included control room manning, access
control, operator professionalism and attentiveness,
and adherence to procedures. Instrument readings,
recorder traces, annunciator alarms, operability of
nuclear instrumentation and reactor protection system
channels, availability of power sources, and operabili-
ty of the SPDS were monitored. Control Room observa-
tions also includad ECCS system lineups, containment
integrity, reactor mode switch position, scram dis-
charge volume valve positions,-and rod movement con-
trols. The status of CR annunciators was reviewed on a
daily basis by-the inspectors. Additionally, a review
of the problem annunciators sheets and safety analyses
for deactivated annunciators was conducted. Paragraph

u

I-
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5 of this report discusses a significant discrepancy
that was identified.

Numerous informal discussions were conducted with the
operators -and their supervisors. Some inspections were
made during shift change in order to evaluate shift
turnover performance. Actions observed were conducted
as required by the licensee's administrative proce-
dures. The complement of licensed personnel on each
saift met or exceeded the requirements of TS. Shift
turnover meetings for several onsite groups, in addi-
tion to operations were attended. Chemistry, health
physics and security shift meetings were observed.

Several active safety-related equipment clearances were
reviewed to confirm that they were properly prepared
and executed. Applicable circuit breakers, switches,
and valves were observed to verify that clearance tags
were in place and legible and that equipment was prop-
erly positioned. Equipment clearance program require-
ments are specified in licensee procedure 30AC-OPS-001-
OS, Control of Equipment Clearances and Tags. No major
discrepancies were identified.

Selected portions of the containment isolation lineup
were reviewed to confirm that the lineup was correct.
The review involved verification of proper valve posi-

| tioning, verification that motor and-air-operated
| valves were not mechanically blocked and that power was

available (unless blocking or power removal was re-
quired), and inspection of piping upstream of the
valves for leakage or leakage paths.

t
'

Plant tours were taken throughout the reporting period
on a routine basis. The areas toured included the
following:

|

| Reactor Buildings
i Station Yard Zone within the Protected Area

Turbine Building .

Intake Building
Diesel Generator Building
Fire Pump Building
Central and Secondary Alarm Stations

During the plant tours, ongoing activities, housekeep-
ing, security, equipment status, and radiation control

| practices were observed. Paragraph 7 discusses defi-
! cient housekeeping / material conditions noted.in the

intake building during a RHRSW system walkdown.

- - . - . . .
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On June 18, 1992, NSAC personnel informed the inspec-
tors that a small radioactive calibration source had
been micp) aced. The source was a sealed " button" type
consisting of 12.23 microcuries of Americium - 241. On
June 12, the source was used with four others to cali-
brcte the Unit i liquid radwaste discharge monitor.
The sources were returned to the chemistry laboratory
in a small p'istic bag. The sources were logged in and
the bag was .ecured in the radioactive source cabinet.
The following day the sources were removed from the bag
and placed into the appropriate woodan storage tray.
On June 15, the chemistry technician involved in the
discharge monitor calibration noted that the Am-241-
source was not in the appropriate location. A thorough
search was initiated which included complete retracing
of the calibration activities and monitoring of some
trash materials. The licensee reviewed the issue for
reportability (1C'CFR 20.402) and determined that the
loss of the source did not constitute a substantial
hazard to individuals offsite. The source was a com-
pletely sealed alpha emitter with an approximate .12
micro rem / hour dose rate at 1 meter. The inspectors-
discussed, with chemistry department personnel, the
actions taken to locate the source. The inspectors
also reviewed the source storage and radwaste monitor
areas and discussed the licensees actions with Region
II radiological protection inspectors. It was conclud-
ed that the licensee's actions were appropriate.

On June 11, at approximately 6:3S a.m., a small fire
was discovered in the Unit 1 condenser bay. Smoke had
been reported in the area and was traced to smoldering
material around several steam lines. The apparent

| cause of the fire was absorbent material used to wipe
L up/ absorb a previous EHC oil spill being heated up by

contact with the steam line. The fire was extinguished
in less than five minutes after discovery by operations,

l personnel. Problers with radio communications between
personnel at the fire scene and the CR were identified.
Apparently the fire was located in a radio transmission
" dead spot." Problems involving " dead spots" in radio
transmissions and reception have been reported to Hatch
management by' licensee personnel numerous times in the
past. Management acknowledged the problem and briefed
the inspectors on results of reviews for correction of
this problem. A similar type of concern was identified
by the inspectors and discussed in Inspection Report
321,366/91-24. That issue involved the use of radios!

'

by personnel in SCBAs in high ambient noise areas. The
inspectors were informed that ear microphones have
recently been ordered for the brigade SCBAs. A li-
censee meeting was held on June 22, to discuss poten-

- .- __ _ ___ __
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tial corrective actions involving radio communications.
A committee will be submitting available resolution -

options to Hatch management for consideration.

The inspectors obtained data on nDG out of service
periods as directed by NRC management. The data from
all nuclear operating facilities is to be compiled and
used in reviewing EDG unavailability and-the SBO issue.
The information was obtained from reviews of the li-
censee's EDG records and discussions with the appropri-
ate onsite engineer,

b. Unit i Recirculation Runback

On June 24, at approximately 2:30 p.m., Unit 1 experi-
enced a major power transient due to a failure to
follow procedures during modification activities.
Personnel from the Plant Modification and Maintenance
Support department were implementing a DCR which in-
volved the hydrogen addition system. The new hydrogen
injection system was being connected into the feedwater
control system (at low feedwater flows, hydrogen injec-
tion would be secured). As part of this "ork, func-
tional: testing was being performed in accordance with
procedure 42SP-042892-RU-1-1N, Hydrogen and Oxygen
Injection System Functional Test. Step 7.12.18 of the
procedure required a sliding link to be closed. The
link had been opened on June-3, 1992, by Temporary
Modification 1-92-51. This step was not performed and
a jumper was removed prior to the link being closed.
This action caused the feedwater level control system
-and the recirculation system to sense a zero value of
fcedwater flow. Because the Unit 1 shift _ supervisor
was fully cognizant of the modification activities in
progress, as soon as the transient initiated he sent an
individual to the panel and directed the engineers to
stop work. The engineers reconnected the jumper.

Plant response was rapid. The loss of the feedwater
flow signal resulted in the recirculation pumps running
back towards the number one speed limiter (22 percent).
The decrease in power and core flow was halted by_the
reinstallation of the jumper at about 40 percent reac-
tor power and 36 percent core flow. Reactor power then
attempted to execute _a step increase to 90 percent and
flow returned to about 85 percent. The transient-

started out with the unit above the 100 percent load
line and lasted less than two minutes in its entirety.
One operator took manual-control of feedwater and
prevented a scram on high reactor water level as level
increased. Reactor level decreased to +34 inches then
increased to +51 inches. The feedwater turbine trip

,

|
l
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setpoint is at +54.5 inches. Another operator took
manual control of the recirculation system and stopped
the flow increase. The actions of the operators and
the recent implementation of a modification which
limited the rate of the recirculation pump flow in-
crease prevented a scram.

From reviews of chart recorders and discussions with
operators held within minutes after the transiend., the
inspectors identified that the unit passed through the
region of potential instabilities including the portion
requiring a manual scram. Procedure 34AB-OPS-058 ~.S:
Reactor Power Instabilities, requires a scram if condi-
tions are such that core flow is less than 40 percent
and power is above the nominal flow co.crol line. The
unit passed rapidly through the area. One operator
stated he observed flow about 35 percent and increasing
rapidly. The inspectors acknowledged that the unit was
in the region only momentarily. There was not suffi-
cient time to recognize conditions and act before the
unit exited the region. At the time the transient
through this region was being discussed, the unit was
stable at about 90 percent power.

The procedural guidance provided in 42SP-042892-RU-1-
1N, was not followed due to an error by the engineer
performing the restoration of the modification. In
accordance with the TMM instruction and the work pro-
cess sheets, feedwater control was placed in single
element control prior to the work. The engineer mis-
takenly thought that with this action accomplished,
opening the circuit prior to closing links would not 4

1offect-the system. The work process sheets and TMM
procedure clearly directed that the sliding link be
closed prior to removal of the jumper. A step which
directed that the links be closed was omitted. This
failure to follow procedure resulted in the plant
transient. The inspectors noted that while reinstalla-
tion of the jumpers initiated a large power and flow
increase, a manual scram would probably have been
required if the runback had been permitted to continue,
since the reactor would have stabilized with conditions
in the region'of potential instabilities. At the end
of the inspection report the licensee's ERT was still
reviewing the transient. This failure to follow proce-
dure is identified as Violation 321/92-15-01: Failure
to Follow Procedure Resulting in Reactor Runback.

c. Unit 2 Scram Due to Operator Error

At approximately 2:00 a.m., on June 25, Unit 2 scrammed
from 100 percent power on low reactor water level. The

___
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low level was caused by a loss of reactor feed pumps
which resulted from an error by a control room opera-
tor. Earlier, during cfforts to locate a ground on the
2A station service battery, the ' A' LPCI bus (600V MCC
2E-A) had been placed on alternate supply (2C 600V
bus). While attempting to restore the bus to it's
normal supply (LPCI invertor), the operator inadver-
tently opened the normal supply to the 2C 600V bus.
The control switches are of the same type and are
immediately adjacent to each other. The deenergization
of the C00V bus initiated the loss of the feed pumps.
HPCI and RCIC responded and injected into the vessel
for about 3 minutes. The feed pumps were rapt 21y re- _

stored to operation. Lowest water level noted was -50
inches. Top of active fuel is at -164 inches. As
expected, group II and V isolation occurred. All ,

safety systems responded as expected. An NRC inspector
responded to the s.te and monitored the licensee's
actions. Due to .e isolation of RWCU, depressurizat-
ion and cool sa.n tu permit use of shutdown cooling was
conducted in order to meet recirculation pump restart
temperature restrictions. Repairs to some of the ,

neutron monitoring systems, location and correction af
'

the DC bus ground, and otPer maintenance activities
were conducted during the forced shutdown.

The inspectors reviewed available data, and discussed
the scram and preceding events leading to it with CR
personnel and the ERT. A fai3ure of SPDS to record the
scram data and no available balance of plant event
recorder limited the detailed review of the scram. The -

most probable cause of the loss of the reactor feed -

pumps was the deenergization of all the minimum flow
valves associated with the condensate pumps, CBPs, and
RFPs (total of B sete of valves). The opening of the
valves resulted in reduced flow to the reactor as well
as low suction pressure conditions at the feed pumpe.
The licensee is currently consider $ng available m ch-
ods of preventing a repeat occurrence on future loanes
of the 600V bus. The inspectors and the ERT noted that
in the simulator a loss of the 2C 600V bus does not
result in a loss of all feed flow. While the operators
clearly realized that deenergication of the 600V bus
would result in several undesirable consequences (in-
cluding a half scram), a total loss of feedwater was

5not expected.

This event was the third recent example of incorrect CR
switch manipulation (two of which resulted in scrams).
The inspectors reviewed the operators actions in de-
tail. As a result of discussions with the onshift crew
and the ERT, the inspectors noted:
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The applicable procedure 34SO R24 003-2S, contain- i-

ed appropriate guidance necessary to trensfer the I

power supplies without loss of an electrical bus.

The operator was using the procedure during the-

evolution and discussicas had been held between
the operators regarding the transfer.

Due to prch.emn in restoration of the LPCI bus, !
-

the operator was conducting his third manipulation
of the switches. He initially may have been ap-
propriately cautious in his actions, but apparent-
ly became inattentive to the evolution after that
many repetitions.

In recent months, licensee management has been empha-
sizing the use of self verification during activities. .

As evidenced by thia event, the efforts have not been
- totally successful. In general, the inspectors have
observed an increased uselof self verification tech-
niques by CR operators. Additional efforts to improve
performance in this_ area are-under consideration.
After discussions with regional management, the inspec-
teri concluded that cnforcement action is not appropri-
ate or necessary regarding the operator actions in this
instance.

.

- At the end of this report period the inspectors were
pursuing questions regarding ground isolation proce-
dures and how the vulnerability (loss of the 2C 600V
bus results in a loss of all feedwater flow) developed.
The ERT was-still conducting its. review of the scram.
The inspectors will continue to review the licensee's

- corrective ~ actions.

One violation was' identified.

3. Surveillance Testing (61726)

a. Surveillance tests were reviewed by the inspectors to
verify procedural and performance adequacy. The com-

e pleted tests. reviewed were examined for necessary test
prerequisitea, instructions, acceptance criteria, ,

technical ccatent, authorization to'begin work, data
collection, independent verification where required ,

handling of deficiencies noted, and review'of completed
work.=The tests witnessed, in whole or in part, were

,

inspected to determine that approved procedures were
available,. test equipment was calibrated, prerequisites

'

were' met, tests were conducted according to procedure,
test results were acceptable and systems restoration j

|- was completed. >

,
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The following surveillances were reviewed and wit-
nessed, in whole or in part:

,

64CH-SAM-007-OS: Unit 1 Roactor Coolant Sam--

ple via PASS |

57SV-C82-002-2S Reuote Shutdown RHR Flow !-

'Loop Calibrations (2C82-N001.2C82-R004)

42CC-ERP-013-OS: Thermal Lirit Calculation-

Using 3UCLE or P1B.

34SV-R43 001-2S: 2A EsG Monthl'. Test-

4' The review of the BUCLE surveillance test included a
idetailed veriffiation of input data and calculationa,

adherence to the procedure, and compliance wit" TS
requirements. LUCLE is utilized when-the proc.8s
computer /VAX is-not available.to ensure TS requirements i

on. thennal limits are met. Discuss 3ons were held with
several STAS and reactor engineering personnel. No
deficiencies were identified. -

During' observation of the sampling evolution using the
PASS, the inspector noted the labeling t.nd toggle

'
switch arrangement on the PASS relay control panel was
;not. user friendly. The labeling and the toggle switch-
es- are very. snall, partially hidden behind a protective
screen, Land no pattern of arrangement is discernable.
A violation in~NRC IR 50-321/92-12 addressed a TS
' violation involving bypassing of-Lhe EFCV for PASS
. operation. The RCS sample flowrate during this obser-
vation was within the specified acceptance limit with-

,: out bypassing the.EFCV. The-inspector-observed rigid
procedural compliance and good use of independent'

!' verification during the testing. Operability of the
~
,

PASS was verified by obtaining the isotopic analysis of'

the RCS,

h b; Hydrogen _Recombiner/ Suppression Chamber Drywell
Vacuum Dreaker.

p - _On June-4, 1992, during the performance of procedure.
~

~34SV-T49-002-2S, Primary Containment Hydrogen Re-
H combiner System Functional Test, a suppression chamber.

to drywell vacuum- breaker (2T4 8-F323D) was observed to
have opened. ' Initially, the operating shift entered

L Unit 2 TS LCO 3.6.4.1, which states-that all suppres-
-sion chamber - drywell vacuum breakers shall be opera- .

ble and' closed. However, after consultation with site
! NSAC personnel, the shift exitcd the LCO because it was
D determined that:due to the 'esting cf the hydrogen re-
!

$
,

- % i.
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combiner and its known effect on the suppression cham-
ber drywell vacuum breakers during Puch teDting, the
LCO was not applicable. The inspectors questioned the
1; ensee's interpretation of thie TS and have requested
NER to provide a NRC interpretation of the TS. Follow-
ing completion of the hydrogen recombiner testing, the
2T48-F323D vacuum breakers did not rescat. The appli-
cable LCO was entered and appropriate actions were
taken to close the vacuum breaker.

During review of thin matter, the inspectors identified
that Unit 2 FSAR section 6.2.5.1.1 states that the
recombiner is isolated from the drywell and torus
through two keylocked closed isolation valves at each
penetration. The valves are normally closed and are
operated with keys under administrative controls. The
FSAR further states that immediately following a LOCA
the bypass path between the drywell and torus is key-
locked closed. During the performance of procedure
34SV-T49-002-23 or at any other time the bypass p'th is
open, procedural guidance does not exist to direct the
operators to close these valves immediately following a
LOCA. This is identified as Iaspector Followup Item
$0-366/92-15-02; Containment Isolation Valves Not
Properly Controlled.

No violations or deviations were identified.

4. Maintenance Activities (62703)
Maintenance activities were observed and/or reviewed during
the reporting period to verify that work was performed by
qualified personnel and that approved procedures in use
adequately described work that was not within the skill of
the trade. Activities, procedures, and work requests were
examined to verify; proper authorization to begin work,
proviaions for fire, cleanliness, and exposure control,
proper return of equipment to service, and that limiting
conditions for operation were met.

The following maintenance activities were reviewed and
witnessed in whole or in part:

- 1-92-2770: Repaira to EDG '1A' rollup fire door
(failed surveillance test 42SV-hPX-013-0)

- 2-92-606: Preventive maintenance to the 2A RHRSW
pump motor

- 2-92-3447: Seal weld repair to the 2G31-B001B
RWCU regenerative heat exchanger

!

._- -- _ _-_
.
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1 91-7786: Replacement of "1B' station cervice-

battery cell 49

No violations or deviations were identified.

5. Reactor Water Cleanup System Heat Exchanger heak (71707)
(62703) (37828)

In early May a leak was identified on the shell side of the
Unit 2 RWCU "B" regenerative heat exchanger. The leak was
located at the head to shell flange of the heat exchanger.
High radiation levels, high temperatures, and expectations
of a difficult repair effort resulted in review and analysis
of options prior to corrective actions being initiated. The
heat exchanger is located on the 158 foot elevation of the
RB within an enclosure. The approximately 1-2 gpm leak
resulted in significantly increased humidity and temperature
conditions on that level. Initially, supplemental cooling
in the form of a 5 ton portable HVAC unit and a HEPA filter
unit was installed in attempts to reduce the overall temper-
ature/ humidity conditions.

On June 12, during efforts to restore the RWCU system aftor
a routine surveillance test, high temperatures in the RWCU
heat exchanger room resulted in an isolation of the system.
The outboard RWCU isolation valve closed when ambient tem-
perature sensor 2G31 N062H reached its setpoint due to
leakage into the room. The actuation was reported to the
NRC operations center and the inspectors. Later that day
the decision was made to repair the leak prior to further
attempts to restore the system. Repairs were completed on
June 18. A seal weld was installed at the flange and seal-
ant was injected into the fasteners at the head to shell
connection. The inspectors closely followed the licensee's
actions, reviewed details of the RWCU isolation system, and
observed portions of the repair activities. Although no
safety system inoperability occurred and the observed repair
efforts were well coordinated and executed, several defi-
ciencies were identified involving the licensee's actions.

On June 1, the leak caused annunciator 601-32F, Leak Detec-
tion Ambient Temperature High, on CR panel 2H11-P601 to
actuate. As required by procedure 30AC OPS-009-OS, Control
Room Instrumentation, the annunciator was designated a
problem annunciator. If an annunciator is lit tor more than
one shift except during a unit outage, it is considered a
problem annunciator. Antiunciator 601-32F alerts operators
to a steam leak in the main steam tunnel area, RWCU system
rooms, Torus area, RHR rooms, or HPCI room. The annunciator
remained lit until after the system was isolated on June 12
to do surveillance testing. Since this annunciator had
many significant input signals, the inspectors concluded

|

|
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that action could have been taken to remove the alarming
input from the circuitry. Additionally, the inspectors had
noted that another requirement of 30AC-OPS 003-OS had not
been met. Section 8.3 requires the unit superintendent

,

review the annunciator control sheet and recommend actions
if a front panel problem annunciator-is lit after 2 days.
This review had not been completed. The compensctory ac-

,

tions listed for the annunciators were considered inappro-;

priate in that the temperature indications were verified
hourly to be below the max 3 mum normal value listed in the
EOPs instead of below the alarm setpoint. The inspectors
discussed-these items with operations management and the i

conditions were corrected. The annunciators being lit for .

approxinately 12 days is considered a weakness. Previously,
the inspectors have noted strict control and high levels of
management attention provided to lit annunciators. This
appears to be an isolated case of a lit annunciator with
safety significance not being addressed in a timely manner.

EAmong the safety related signals provided to automatically
isolate the RWCU system are two involving temperature condi-
tions in the RWCU area. As described in the licensee's *

System Evaluation Document, high ambient temperatures in the
RWCU rooms or high differential temperatures between the
RWOU supply and exhaust ventilation air will initiate clo-
sure of both RWCU containment. isolation valves. Sections
5.2.7.2.3.4 and 7.3.2.2 of the FSAR briefly describe these

! systems. Section-7.6.9 describes the Leakage Detection
System. After a detailed review of drawings, the inspectors
concluded that temperature sensors are mounted in appropri-
ate locations to sense a break or leak in the high tempera-
ture. sections of piping within the RWCU rooms. The system
is not as described in the FSAR, in that the sensors which
detect the1 temperature difference are not located in the
inlet and outlet ventilation ducts. The inspectors are
continuing to review the licensee's actions.

After-the installation of the :ortable HVAC equipment, the
inspectors questioned the licensee if the effect of the
cooling on the RWCU isolation system had been analyzed.
Engineers involved in the project stated that the addition
of the cooling had been given consideration but no document
ed review was performed. _ Additionally, a review of the
consequences of_ continued operation with the elevated tem-
perature and humidity _ conditions was not performed. On June '

21, the outboard. containment isolation valve was found
grounded due to moisture in the connecting cables to the
motor. Procedure 30AC-OPS-005-OS, Temporary Modification
Control, states that a temporary mechanical modification is
any modification that ef fects the nachanical design of the
system. The inspectors concluded that an in-depth review
should have been performed to ensure that the HVAC installa-

! ,
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tion would not effect the ability of the system to function
as designed. The inspectors performed a detailed review of
indications of temperature in the RWCU rooms both before and
after the HVAC installation. The inspectors identified that
the installation of the cooling did not significantly affect
the temperatures, heat distribution, or sensor capabilities,

The inspectors observed the repair preparations and activi-
,

ties. Significant effort was dedicated toward reduction of
radiation dose to the workers. Several personnel traveled
to another facility and obtained exact dimensions of the
involved heat exchangers. A full scale mockup was assentled
and utilized for training of the workers. ALARA briefings
attended by the. inspectors were thorough. The inspectors
observed strong HP support during the repair activities.

i Considering the high dose rates 1n the area, the total dose
l received during the repair activities was effectively con- i

trolled.

The licensee's cctions to address the alarming annunciator
and formally analyze the effect of the HVAC installation are
considered weaknesses. The annunciator control deficiency
is regarded as an isolated cace since the licensee has

,

previously rigidly controlled lit annunciators.'

6. NRC Bulletin 92-01 (71707) (92701) (92720)
i

i The inspectors.followed the licensee's actions in response '

I to NRC_ Bulletin 92-01, Failure of Thermolag 330 Fire Barrier '

System to Maintain Cabling in Wide Cable Trays and Small |
iConduits Free from Fire Damage. The inspectors provided a

copy of_the-bulletin to onsite NSAC personnel on June 25. ,

The licensee immediately began reviews to determine the '

| required actions in accordance with the Bulletin and the
I Fire Hazards Analysis-section of the FSAR. Several discus-

sions were conducted involving NRR, regional staff, the '

inspectors, and licensee personnel to clarify expectations ;

of the bulletin. On the evening of June 29, roving fire-
; . watch tours were initiated. At the close of this report

.'

_ period, the licensee was utilizing shifts of three persons
to' conduct the tours. One individual was' assigned to the
reactor buildings, another to the cable spreading and con-
-trol building areas, with the third assigned to the portions
of-the EDG building.. Each specific area is required to be
visited once-per hour. The inspectors observed _these tours
in progress and reviewed the logs utilized to document the
tours.- At the close of this report, the licensee was con-p

i tinuing efforts to use other compensatory means (e.g._camer-
-

-

as) to reduce the radiation dose and administrative burdenI

L of touring selected areas. No deficiencies were nrted.
'

Additional' review will be conducted of actions regLrding the
bulletin during future inspections.

!
- . . . - - - - - - - _ - _ - - - .. _ - -_
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7. ESP System Walkdown (71710) (Unit 2)

.The inspectors conducted a walkdown of the Unit 2 Residual
Heat Removal Service Water System. The inspectors also
performed a cursory walkdown of the Unit 1 RERSW due to the
proximity.of the two systems. The Unit 2.TS, FSAR, and SED
were reviewed to allow familiarization with the system and
requirements. The walkdown involved confirmation that the
system lineup requirements in procedure 34SO-E11-010-2S,
" Residual Heat Removal System," were equivalent to the
configuration. delineated in P&ID H-21039. The detailed
walkdown also included verification that valves, breakers,
and' switches were. properly positioned.

During the walkdown, the following discrepancies were noted: >

the controller for-pump minimum flow valves 2E11-F207B and .

1 Ell-F207D had air leaks; the actuator for valve 2E11-F075B
had a grease leak; the valve operator for 2E11-F114B had an

.

oil leak; and, minor amounts of debris and water was noted
in the intake structure. These items were brought to the
attention of the maintenance superintendent. A significant
observation by the inspectors was that the minimum flow
valve (1E11-F207A) for the 1A RHRSW pump was in the open
position rather than the normal required closed position.
The inspectors identified this to Unit 1 shift supervisor.
Upon investigation, the shift supervisor declared the 1A
RHRSW pump inoperable and initiated appropriate corrective
actions including replacement of the valve's controller.
The following week, during-a-tour of the intake structure,
the inspector noted a similar condition on the ID RHRSW
pump. This condition was reported to the Unit i shift
supervisor and the appropriate LCO was entered. The licens-
ce is now monitoring more closely the status of valves cn) a
shift basis. Following completion of the repair to the
minimum flow valve, an operability test for the pump was

L performed. The pump-would not reach its required discharge
pressure at rated flow. Investigation into this revealed

- '

that RHRSW air relehse, valve 1P11-F904A was leaking by,
therefore bypassing flow from the pumps discharge header.
The 'B' loop of RHRSW (the 'B' loop consists of the 'B' and
:'D'-RHRSW pumps and is served by one RHRSW air release
valve) was declared inoperable to repair the valve. Numer-
ous failures of the RHRSW air release valves have been noted-

during the plants operating life. Following this failure,
maintenance management initiated an investigation into the
cause and prevention of the failure of these valves. This
is-being evaluated by licensee engineering personnel.- The
inspectors will continue to' evaluate the' licensee's actions
for this' problem. This is identified as IFI 321,366/92-15-
03: Resolution of RHRSW Air Release Valve Issue.

,

L
'

t
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During review of the Unit 2 FSAR in preparation for the
walkdown, the inspectors noted that section 9.2.7.4 states
that all RHRSW discharge piping located below elevation 111
feet will be heat traced. During the walkdown, the inspec-
tors observed that none of the discharge piping located in
the intake structure below elevation 111 was heat traced.
This was brought to the attention of the system engineer.
The system engineer's initial evaluation was that heat
tracing of the lines was not required since the piping is so
large and weather conditions in this area would not result
in the water in the pipe freezing. A " licensing action
request" was submitted to site NSAC personnel for evaluation
of a FSAR change. The residents will continue to follow
resolution of this problem.

8. Inspection of Open Items (92700) (90712) (92701)

The-following i ems were reviewed using licensee reports,
.nspection, record review, and discussions with licensee
personnel, as appropriate:

a. (Closed) LER 366/91-02: Component Failure Causes Un-
planned Engineering Safety Feature Actuations. This
LER addressed an ESF actuation that occurred when the
coil in relay 2C61-K50A failed, which resulted in a
current surge causing fuse 2C61-F19 to blow. Upon the
fuse failure, both unit's "A" train of SBGT auto start-
ed, both unit's secondary containment ventilation
isolated, the Unit 2 Hydrogen-Oxygen analyzer and
fission product monitoring eystems isolated, and se-
lected Group 2 PCIVs isolated, as expected. The
licensee's corrective action for this event involved
replacing the failed relay and fuse. In addition, the
affected systems described above were restored to their
normal state. The licensee reviewed the NPROS data
base for-Plant Hatch and other plsnts for failure rates
of the' involved relay. No adverse trends were noted.
The inspectors reviewed actions taken by the licensee.
Based on'this review, this'LER is closed.

.

b. (Closed) LER 366/91-03: . Component Failure Results in
ESF Acticn. This.LER addressed an ESF actuation in
which the'MCREC system auto transferred to the pressur-
ization mode when two refueling floor ARMS (2D21-K601A

,

and-2D21-K601M) spiked upscale. Investigation into the
I? failure revealed that a blown fuse internal to the ARMS
? power supply caused-the upscale spike. A high radia-
L . tion condition aid not exist on the refueling floor.
t The licensee _ replaced the fuse and returned the MCREC

system to_its normal mode of operation. No further
j corrective action was performed. Based on thc review
p of the licensee's tctions, this LER is closed.

|

o
~
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c. Idlosed) VIO 366/91-04-01: Failure to Implement a
U3 sign Modification Resulting in Incorrect HPCI CST
Level Switch-Setpoints. This violation addressed
inadequate HPCI suction transfer level switch setpoints
which resulted because DCR 84-138 was not fully imple-

'

mented. DCR 84-138 was a complex DCR involving numer-
ous setpoint changes which had been calculated by the
A/E. The significance of this level setpoint change
was not realized to involve operability of the HPCI
system. A subsequent DCR was completed-which corrected
the transfer setpoint. The other plant system CST
level transfer switches were reviewed and found to be
correct. A review of all DCR 84-138 setpoint changes
was conducted to ensure either all changes were imple
mented or, if not, the setpointo are not a safety con-
cern. Recently, the inspectors identified that several
setpoints were incorrectly stated in the Setpcint Index
Document. Incorrect setpoints were included in Viola-
tion 321,366/92-08-01: Inadequate Design Control
Resulting in Incorrect Design Documentation and Config-
-uration.- While the documentation appears to contain
some errors, all setpoints were actually set to the
correct values and no safety r91ated operability issues
were involved. Based on this review of the licensee's
corrective actions, this item is closed.

,

d. (Closed) LER 366/91-01: Instrument Trip Setpoints
- Determined to be Outside TS Limits. This LER addressed
the incorrect CST level HPCI suction transfer switches
discussed in paragraph 8.c above. Based on that re-
view, this item is closed.

e - (Closed) Vio 321/91-04-04: Failure to Follow Procedure
Resulting in Mispositioned Links and Incorrectly In-
stalled Jumper. This violation addressed two instances
of. incorrect jumper or link control, one of which-
resulted in a reactor scram. An additional example of
this-violation was identified which resulted in an
inadvertent ESF actuation and is discussed in Inspec-
tion Report 321,366/91-08. The licensee responded to
that example in a revision (dated June 121, 1991) to the
response to-the NOV. LER 321/91-07 and LER 321/91-06
- addrees these events as discussed in-Inspection Report
_321,366/91-08,- the' corrective _ action as stated in the

,

| LERu did Ilot include'all actions taken:to prevent-
L recurrence. As discussed in Inspection Report

321,366/91-08 and 91-04, management completed signifi-
cant corrective--action to correct the deficiencies and
. prevent recurrence. The inspectors observed many of
. the corrective actions. In addition to the actions-
discussed in the-inspection reports and in the respons-
es to the violations, a short training video was devel-

,

e

1
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oped. The video utilized a plausible combination of
the events involving inadequate independent verifica-
tion to emphasize the potential impact of deficiencies
in verification practices. The inspectore viewed the
video. Additionally, improvements in the performance
methods of surveillance testing have minimized the
potential for problems. While some failure to follow
procedure and inattention to detail problems have
occurred since these violations, none involved indepon-
dent verification deficiencies. Recently management
has been emphasizing improvement in self verification

' techniques. The inspectoru have not identified any
problems with independent verification practices during ,

their observationc of activities. Based on this re-
view, this item is closed.

f. (Closed) LER 321/91-06: Personnel Error Results in
Unplanned ESF Actuation and LER 321/91-07: Personnel
Error Results in Main Turbine Trip and Reactor Scram.
Based on the review discussed in Paragraph 6.e, these
LERs are closed.

g. (Closed) LER 321/91-16: Blown Fuse Results in Engi-
neered Safety Actuation. This LER andressed a RWCU
isolation as a result of a blown fuse. Fuse 1A71B-F18
blew which removed power from relay 1A71B-K27 and
resulted in PCIV 1G31-F004 closing and the tripping of
the operating RWCU pump (1G31-C001A) , The fuse failure .

was attributed to random failure. The fune was re-
placed in accotlance with MWO 1-91-4970 and the RWCU
system was returned to service. Based or, this review
of licensee actions, this LER is closed. -

h. (Clor.ed) LER 366/91-17: Fuse Failure Results in Prima-
ry Containment Isolation Valve Failing to Automatically
Close. This LER addressed the failure of a PCIV to
close on a Group 1 signal because of a blown fuse.
With the unit in cold shutdown and preparations in
progress to perform procedure 34SV-C71-001-2S, Turbine
stop Valve Instrument Functional Test, the operating
shift opened the turbine stop valves as required by
procedure. This action caused an expected PCIV Group 1
signal, however, valve 2B31-F019, Reactor Water Sample
Isolation Valve, did not close. Investigation identi-
fled that the failure of the valve to close was caused
by a blown fuse in Divisic,. 2 of the PCIS logic. Valve
2B31-F020, the redundant PCIV in the penetration,
closed as required. The licensee replaced the fuse and
the valve automatically closed. Based on this action,
this LER is closed.
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i. (Closed) LER 321/91-23 Blown Fuse Results in Engi-
neering Safety Feature Actaation. This LER addressed
an auto start of 'B' trains of the CBGT system for both
units due to blown fuse 1CG1 F20 located in control
room panel 1H11-P623. In addition, the reactor build-
ings and refueling floor ventilation systems isolated
and normal supply fans tripped as designed. The li-
censeo replaced the fuse and restored the SBGT syctems
to their normal standby status. An engineering review
of the fuse design was perforned which determined the
fuse application was correct. Additionally, since
welding and-grinding was in progress at the time of the
actuation, carbon samples were removed from the filter
trains and sent offsite for efficiency testing. The
inepector reviewed the results of the tests and found
them to be satisfactory. Based on this review, LER ,

321/91-23 is closed.

9. Exit Interview ,

The inspection scope and findings were summarized on July 8,
1992, with those persons indicated in paragraph 1 above.
The inspectors described the areas inspected and discussed
in detail the inspection findings. The licensee did not
identify as proprietary any of the material provided to or
reviewed by the inspectors during this inspection.

11cm._Nthmher Status pascriution and Reference

321/32-15-01 Open VIO - Failure to Follow
Procedure Resulting in a
Reactor Runback (para-
graph 2b)

366/92-15-02 Open IFI - Containment Isola-
tion Valves not Properly
Controlled (paragraph 3b)

321,366/92 15-03 Open IFI - Resolution of RHRSW
Air Release Valve Issues
(paragraph 7)

.
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10. Acronyms and Abbreviations

AC - Alternating Current
A/E Architect Engineer-

AINS - Automated Isotopic Measurement System
APRM - Average Power Range Monitor

Area Radiation MonitorARM -

Alternate Rod Insertion SystemARI -

ATWS - Anticipated Transient Nithout Scram
BWROG- Boiling Water Reactors Ownet's Group

Condensate Booster PumpCBP -

Code of Federal RegulationsCPR -

Containment Isolation ValveCIV -

Control RoomCR -

Control Rod DriveCRD -

Condensate Storage TankCST -

Deficiency CardDC -

Design Change RequestDCR -

DRSS - Division of Radiation Safety and Safeguards
ECCS - Emergency Core Cooling System
EDG Emergency Diesel Generator|

EFCV - 'ess Flow Check Valve..

mauctro Hydraulic Control SystemEHC -

Environmental QualificationEQ -

Event Review TeamERT -

Engineered Safety FeatureESF -

Eastern Standard Time.EST -

Fission Product MonitorFPM -

FSAR - Final Sa.ety Analysis Report
FT&C - Functional Test and Calibration

General Electric CompanyGE -

Gallons per MinuteGPM -

HELB - High Energy Line Break
HEPA - High Efficiency Particulate Absorber

Health PhysicsHP -

High Pressure Coolant Injection SystemHPCI -

HVAC - Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Instrumentation and ControlsI&C -

Inspector Followup ItemIFI - ,

Individual Plant Examination".PE -

Intermediate Range MonitorIRM -

Limiting Condition for OperationLCO -

LER - Licensee Event Report
LOCA - Loss of Coolant Accident
LPCI - Low Pressure Coolant Injection
LPRM - Local Power Range Monitor
MCRECS- Main Control Room Environmental Control System

Main Feed PumnMFP -

Megawatts ElectricMWE -

Maintenance Work OrderMWO -

NCV - Non-cited Violation

l
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Notice of ViolationNOV -

NPRDS- Nuclear Plant Reliability Data System
Nuclear Regulatory CommissionNRC -

Office of Nuclear Reactor RegulationNRR -

NSAC - Nuclear Safety and Compliance
PASS - Post Accident Sampling System

Power Circuit BreakerPCB -

PCIS - Primary Containment Isolation System
PCIV - Primary Containment Isolation Valve

Plant Equipment OperatorPEO -

P&ID - Piping and Instrumentation Diagram
Preventive MaintenancePM -

PSIG - Pounds Per Square Int.h Gauge
Plant Service Water SystemPSW -

Reactor BuildingRB -

RCIC - Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System
Reactor Coolant SystemRCS -

Reactor Faed PumpRFP -

RHR - Residual Heat Removal System
RHRSW- Residual Hvit Removal Service Water System
RPS - Reactor Protection System
RPT - Recirculation Pump Trip
RSCS - Rod Sequence Control System

Resistance Temperature DetectorRTD -

RTP - Rated Thermal Power
RWCU - Reactor Water Cleanup System

Rod Worth MinimizerRWM -

ReactorRx -

SAER - Safaty Audit and Engineering Review
SBGT - Standby Gas Treatment System

Station BlackoutSBO -

SCBA - Self Contained Breathing Apparatus
Southern Company ServicesSCS -

System Evaluation DocumentSED -

SER - -Safety Evaluaticn Report
Single FailureS/F- -

Service Information LetterSIL -

SNC - Southern Nuclear Company
SOR - Significant Occurrence Report
SOS - Superintendent of Shift (Operations)
SP - Suppression Pool

Safety Parameter Display SystemSPDS -

SRM - Souace Range Monitor
Safety Rclief ValveSRV -

Shift Technical AdviucrSTA -

TMM - Temporary Mechanical Modification
TS - Technical Specifications
TSC - Technical Support Center
TSV - Turbine Stop Valve

Unreeolved ItemURI -

t
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